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Research and Advanced Technology for Digital Libraries
11th European Conference, ECDL 2007, Budapest,
Hungary, September 16-21, 2007, Proceedings
Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th European Conference on Research and Advanced
Technology for Digital Libraries, ECDL 2007, held in Budapest, Hungary. The papers are organized in topical sections on
ontologies, digital libraries and the web, models, multimedia and multilingual DLs, grid and peer-to-peer, preservation,
user interfaces, document linking, information retrieval, personal information management, new DL applications, and
user studies.
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Research Paper NC.
Advanced Higher Biology
'Oﬃcial SQA Past Papers' provide perfect exam preparation. As well as delivering at least three years of actual past
papers - including the 2008 exam - all papers are accompanied by examiner-approved answers to show students how
to write the best responses for the most marks.

Proceedings of AC 2018 in Prague
MAC Prague consulting International Academic Conferences in Prague, August 10 - 13, 2018

Advances in Cyber Security
Third International Conference, ACeS 2021, Penang,
Malaysia, August 24–25, 2021, Revised Selected Papers
Springer Nature This book presents refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Advances in Cyber
Security, ACeS 2021, held in Penang, Malaysia, in August 2021. The 36 full papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 92 submissions. The papers are organized in the following topical sections: Internet of Things, Industry
4.0 and Blockchain, and Cryptology; Digital Forensics and Surveillance, Botnet and Malware, DDoS, and Intrusion
Detection/Prevention; Ambient Cloud and Edge Computing, SDN, Wireless and Cellular Communication; Governance,
Social Media, Mobile and Web, Data Privacy, Data Policy and Fake News.
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Research and Development in Intelligent Systems XXVII
Incorporating Applications and Innovations in Intelligent
Systems XVIII Proceedings of AI-2010, The Thirtieth SGAI
International Conference on Innovative Techniques and
Applications of Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Springer Science & Business Media The papers in this volume are the refereed papers presented at AI-2010, the Thirtieth
SGAI International Conference on Innovative Techniques and Applications of Artiﬁcial Intelligence, held in Cambridge in
December 2010 in both the technical and the application streams. They present new and innovative developments and
applications, divided into technical stream sections on Intelligent Agents; Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining;
Evolutionary Algorithms, Bayesian Networks and Model-Based Diagnosis; Machine Learning; Planning and Scheduling,
followed by application stream sections on Applications of Machine Learning I and II; AI for Scheduling and AI in Action.
The volume also includes the text of short papers presented as posters at the conference. This is the twenty-seventh
volume in the Research and Development in Intelligent Systems series, which also incorporates the eighteenth volume
in the Applications and Innovations in Intelligent Systems series. These series are essential reading for those who wish
to keep up to date with developments in this important ﬁeld.

Universal Design 2016: Learning from the Past,
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Designing for the Future
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on
Universal Design (UD 2016), York, United Kingdom,
August 21 – 24, 2016
IOS Press Universal Design is the term used to describe the design of products and environments which can be used by
all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design. It is not a
euphemism for ‘designs for people with a disability’, but really is about designing to include all people, regardless of
their age, ability, cultural background or status in life. However it remains the case that many designers and
developers fail to understand the need for universal design and lack the skills needed to implement it. This book
presents papers from the 3rd International Conference on Universal Design (UD 2016), held in York, UK, in August
2016. The theme of the conference was: learning from the past, designing for the future, and it aimed to bring
together policymakers, practitioners and researchers interested in the diﬀerent strands of universal design to
exchange ideas and best practice, review some of the developments in universal design from the last 20 years, and
formulate strategies for taking the concept of universal design forward into the future. The book is divided into two
sections. Section 1: About Universal Design, and Section 2: Universal Design In Practice. The book will be of interest to
all those whose work involves design, from the built environment and tangible products to communication, services
and systems.
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Burns and Grove's The Practice of Nursing Research - EBook
Appraisal, Synthesis, and Generation of Evidence
Elsevier Health Sciences Winner of the 1st-place American Journal of Nursing Book of the Year award in nursing
research/evidence-based practice for 2021! Burns & Grove’s The Practice of Nursing Research: Appraisal, Synthesis,
and Generation of Evidence, 9th Edition is the trusted resource for those wanting to master the research methods that
are foundational to evidence-based practice. This highly respected textbook covers how to appraise and apply existing
research evidence, as well as how to participate in research and quality improvement projects. This new 9th edition
has been extensively updated to reﬂect today’s focus on online research in the digital era and includes clear, step-bystep guidelines for all major quantitative and qualitative research approaches — including supporting examples from
the latest high-quality literature. There’s also new content on translational research, coverage of the most current
research tools and techniques, and an increased use of illustrations, tables, and other visuals to help engage visually
oriented readers of all levels. Coverage of quantitative, qualitative, and other research methodologies provides a solid
foundation to conduct, appraise, and apply research evidence to the realities of today's clinical practice. Balanced
coverage of qualitative and quantitative methods addresses the qualitative research methodologies that are often the
starting point of research projects, particularly in magnet hospitals and DNP programs. Clear, comprehensive coverage
is organized into ﬁve units that include: an introduction to nursing research; coverage of the research process;
application for evidence-based health care; how to analyze data, determine outcomes, and disseminate research; and
how to propose and seek funding for research. Strong emphasis on evidence-based practice addresses this key
graduate-level QSEN competency and reinforces how to generate research evidence and appraise and synthesize
existing research for application to clinical practice. Rich examples from nursing literature bring research principles to
life. Emphasis on the most currently used research methodologies focuses on the methods used in both quantitative
research and qualitative research, as well as outcomes research and mixed-methods research. Coverage of digital data
collection examines the use of online research tools. Quick-reference summaries include a table of research methods
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inside the front cover and a list of types of research syntheses (with deﬁnitions) inside the back cover. Helpful user
resources are included with each new text purchase on the companion Evolve website and feature 400 interactive
review questions along with a library of 10 full-text research articles.

Advances in Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Security
8th International Conference on Artiﬁcial Intelligence
and Security, ICAIS 2022, Qinghai, China, July 15–20,
2022, Proceedings, Part III
Springer Nature

Sub-regionalisms in the European Union: Bridge-builders
or spoilers?
A comparison of the Baltic, Benelux and Visegr\'ad cases
between 2009 and 2018
Logos Verlag Berlin GmbH In today's interconnected, diﬀerentiated and polarized European Union, sub-regional groupings
between the national and EU level are a highly relevant empirical phenomenon. Despite their importance, the
interactions between sub-regionalisms and EU actors and processes remain under-researched. This book ﬁlls this large
research gap by applying a systematic comparative approach. Taking into account a huge corpus of empirical data
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gained through expert interviews and document analysis, this study provides the conceptual and empirical groundwork
necessary to better understand EU sub-regionalism. For the timeframe between 2009 and 2018, it analyses the scope
of sub-regional cooperation in the Baltic, Benelux and Visegrád groupings. Moreover, it compares their respective
institutional design, political identity, foreign policy as well as their external recognition by EU actors. A special focus
lies on their role in six EU policy cases, including EU budget negotiations, TTIP, the drafting process of the EU Global
Strategy, refugee relocation quotas, the revision of the posted workers directive and defence cooperation through
PESCO. In its conclusion, this book identiﬁes two sub-regional archetypes: functional hubs and political tools. While
diﬀering in many regards, the shared assessment ﬁnds that the overall bridge-building eﬀorts of the Baltic, Benelux
and Visegrád sub-regionalisms exceed their spoiling potential.

Open Source Systems: Grounding Research
7th IFIP 2.13 International Conference, OSS 2011,
Salvador, Brazil, October 6-7, 2011, Proceedings
Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International IFIP WG 2.13 Conference on Open
Source Systems, OSS 2010, held in Salvador, Brazil, in October 2011. The 20 revised full papers presented together
with 4 industrial full papers and 8 lightning talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 56 submissions. The
papers are organized in the following topical sections: OSS quality and reliability, OSS products, review of technologies
of and for OSS, knowledge and research building in OSS, OSS reuse, integration, and compliance, OSS value and
economics, OSS adoption in industry, and mining OSS repositories.

16th International Conference on Information
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Technology-New Generations (ITNG 2019)
Springer This 16th International Conference on Information Technology - New Generations (ITNG), continues an annual
event focusing on state of the art technologies pertaining to digital information and communications. The applications
of advanced information technology to such domains as astronomy, biology, education, geosciences, security and
health care are among topics of relevance to ITNG. Visionary ideas, theoretical and experimental results, as well as
prototypes, designs, and tools that help the information readily ﬂow to the user are of special interest. Machine
Learning, Robotics, High Performance Computing, and Innovative Methods of Computing are examples of related
topics. The conference features keynote speakers, the best student award, poster award, service award, a technical
open panel, and workshops/exhibits from industry, government and academia.

Soviet and Czechoslovakian Parapsychology Research:
The DIA Report from 1975 with New Addenda
Lulu.com The "men who stared at goats" in the U.S. Army in the 1970s were trying to pull ahead of Soviet psychic
research initiatives, many of which are described in this unique volume. They involve telepathy, psychotronics,
psychokinesis, and out-of-body experiences such as remote viewing. This is the widely cited and quoted report
prepared by U.S. Army Medical Intelligence and Information Agency for the Defense Intelligence Agency in 1975.
Recently released through the FOIA, it has only been available in nearly illegible PDF editions. This transcription
presents the full report with four major new addenda: biographical trace data on the researchers and subjects named;
relevant imagery; a complete study done by members of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences on the Pavlita
(psychotronic) generator, with Pavlita's participation (in 1987); and a recent Pravda news article on weaponizing
psychotronic research. An excellent set of bibliographic endnotes is provided for those interested in further
information.
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The Green Book
Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government :
Treasury Guidance
Stationery Oﬃce This new edition incorporates revised guidance from H.M Treasury which is designed to promote
eﬃcient policy development and resource allocation across government through the use of a thorough, long-term and
analytically robust approach to the appraisal and evaluation of public service projects before signiﬁcant funds are
committed. It is the ﬁrst edition to have been aided by a consultation process in order to ensure the guidance is
clearer and more closely tailored to suit the needs of users.

Resources in Education
Energy Research Abstracts
Exploring Digital Libraries
Foundations, Practice, Prospects
Facet Publishing A landmark textbook on digital libraries for LIS students, educators and practising information
professionals throughout the world. Exploring Digital Libraries is a highly readable, thought-provoking authorative and
in-depth treatment of the digital library arena that provides an up-to-date overview of the progress, nature and future
impact of digital libraries, from their collections and technology-centred foundations over two decades ago to their
emergent, community-centred engagement with the social web. This essential textbook: • Brings students and working
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librarians up to date on the progress, nature and impact of digital libraries, bridging the gap since the publication of
the best-known digital library texts • Frames digital library research and practice in the context of the social web and
makes the case for moving beyond collections to a new emphasis on libraries’ value to their communities • Introduces
several new frameworks and novel syntheses that elucidate digital library themes, suggest strategic directions, and
break new ground in the digital library literature. • Calls a good deal of attention to digital library research, but is
written from the perspective of strategy and in-depth experience • Provides a global perspective and integrates
material from many sources in one place - the chapters on open repositories and hybrid libraries draw together past,
present and prospective work in a way that is unique in the literature. Readership: Exploring Digital Libraries suits the
needs of a range of readers, from working librarians and library leaders to LIS students and educators, or anyone who
wants a highly readable and thought-provoking overview of the ﬁeld and its importance to the future of libraries.

Global Environment Outlook - GEO-6: Healthy Planet,
Healthy People
Cambridge University Press Published to coincide with the Fourth United Nations Environmental Assembly, UN
Environment's sixth Global Environment Outlook calls on decision makers to take bold and urgent action to address
pressing environmental issues in order to protect the planet and human health. By bringing together hundreds of
scientists, peer reviewers and collaborating institutions and partners, the GEO reports build on sound scientiﬁc
knowledge to provide governments, local authorities, businesses and individual citizens with the information needed
to guide societies to a truly sustainable world by 2050. GEO-6 outlines the current state of the environment, illustrates
possible future environmental trends and analyses the eﬀectiveness of policies. This ﬂagship report shows how
governments can put us on the path to a truly sustainable future - emphasising that urgent and inclusive action is
needed to achieve a healthy planet with healthy people. This title is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
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Congressional Record
Proceedings and Debates of the ... Congress
The Congressional Record is the oﬃcial record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is
published daily when Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions
prior to 1873 are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the
Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional Globe (1833-1873)

Yale Law Journal: Volume 124, Number 4 - JanuaryFebruary 2015
Quid Pro Books The contents of the January-February 2015 issue of the Yale Law Journal (Volume 124, Number 4) are:
Articles: • "Cost-Beneﬁt Analysis of Financial Regulation: Case Studies and Implications," John C. Coates IV • "Beyond
the Indian Commerce Clause," Gregory Ablavsky Essays: • "On Evidence: Proving Frye as a Matter of Law, Science, and
History," Jill Lepore • "The End of Jurisprudence," Scott Hershovitz Notes: • "Against the Tide: Connecticut Oystering,
Hybrid Property, and the Survival of the Commons," Zachary C.M. Arnold • "Perceptions of Taxing and Spending: A
Survey Experiment," Conor Clarke & Edward Fox Comments: • "The Psychology of Punishment and the Puzzle of Why
Tortfeasor Death Defeats Liability for Punitive Damages," Roseanna Sommers • "The Case for Regulating Fully
Autonomous Weapons," John Lewis • "From Child Protection to Children's Rights: Rethinking Homosexual Propaganda
Bans in Human Rights Law," Ryan Thoreson Quality ebook formatting includes fully linked footnotes and an active
Table of Contents (including linked Contents for all individual Articles, Notes, and Essays), proper Bluebook formatting,
and active URLs in footnotes.
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International Conference on Computer Applications 2012
:: Volume 05
TECHNO FORUM R&D CENTRE

Advances on P2P, Parallel, Grid, Cloud and Internet
Computing
Proceedings of the 14th International Conference on
P2P, Parallel, Grid, Cloud and Internet Computing
(3PGCIC-2019)
Springer Nature This book presents the latest research ﬁndings, innovative research results, methods and development
techniques related to P2P, grid, cloud and Internet computing from both theoretical and practical perspectives. It also
reveals the synergies among such large-scale computing paradigms. P2P, grid, cloud and Internet computing
technologies have rapidly become established as breakthrough paradigms for solving complex problems by enabling
aggregation and sharing of an increasing variety of distributed computational resources at large scale. Grid computing
originated as a paradigm for high-performance computing, as an alternative to expensive supercomputers through
diﬀerent forms of large-scale distributed computing. P2P computing emerged as a new paradigm after client–server
and web-based computing and has proved useful in the development of social networking, B2B (business to business),
B2C (business to consumer), B2G (business to government), and B2E (business to employee). Cloud computing has
been deﬁned as a “computing paradigm where the boundaries of computing are determined by economic rationale
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rather than technical limits,” and it has fast become a computing paradigm with applicability and adoption in all
application domains and which provides utility computing at a large scale. Lastly, Internet computing is the basis of
any large-scale distributed computing paradigms; it has developed into a vast area of ﬂourishing ﬁelds with enormous
impact on today’s information societies, and serving as a universal platform comprising a large variety of computing
forms such as grid, P2P, cloud and mobile computing.

Neuromodulation in Basic, Translational and Clinical
Research in Psychiatry
Frontiers Media SA

Publications of the National Bureau of Standards ...
Catalog
Research Handbook on Climate Change Law and Loss &
Damage
Edward Elgar Publishing This timely Research Handbook oﬀers an insightful review of how legal systems Ð whether
domestic, international or transnational Ð can and should adjust to fairly and eﬀectively support loss and damage
(L&D) claims in climate change law.Ê International contributors guide readers through a detailed assessment of the
history and current state of L&D provisions under the UN climate regime and consider the opportunities to fund L&D
claims both within and outside the UN climate system.Ê
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Annual Department of Defense Bibliography of Logistics
Studies and Related Documents
Basic Research in the Mission Agencies
Agency Perspectives on the Conduct and Support of
Basic Research
Risks and Security of Internet and Systems
14th International Conference, CRiSIS 2019, Hammamet,
Tunisia, October 29–31, 2019, Proceedings
Springer Nature This book constitutes the revised selected papers from the 14th International Conference on Risks and
Security of Internet and Systems, CRiSIS 2019, held in Hammamet, Tunisia, in October 2019. The 20 full papers and 4
short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 64 submissions. They cover diverse
research themes that range from classic topics, such as risk analysis and management; access control and permission;
secure embedded systems; network and cloud security; information security policy; data protection and machine
learning for security; distributed detection system and blockchain.
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Proceedings
Federal Register
Service-Oriented Computing - ICSOC Workshops 2012
ICSOC 2012, International Workshops ASC, DISA, PAASC,
SCEB, SeMaPS, and WESOA, and Satellite Events,
Shanghai, China, November 12-15, 2012, Revised
Selected Papers
Springer This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 2012 ICSOC Workshops consisting of 6
scientiﬁc satellite events, organized in 3 main tracks including workshop track (ASC, DISA. PAASC, SCEB, SeMaPS and
WESOA 2012), PhD symposium track, demonstration track; held in conjunction with the 10th International Conference
on Service-Oriented Computing (ICSOC), in Shanghai, China, November 2012. The 53 revised papers presents a wide
range of topics that fall into the general area of service computing such as business process management, distributed
systems, computer networks, wireless and mobile computing, grid computing, networking, service science,
management science, and software engineering.
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Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and
Software Engineering
Springer Science & Business Media Advanced Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes a set
of rigorously reviewed world-class manuscripts addressing and detailing state-of-the-art research projects in the areas
of Computer Science, Software Engineering, Computer Engineering, and Systems Engineering and Sciences. Advanced
Techniques in Computing Sciences and Software Engineering includes selected papers form the conference
proceedings of the International Conference on Systems, Computing Sciences and Software Engineering (SCSS 2008)
which was part of the International Joint Conferences on Computer, Information and Systems Sciences and Engineering
(CISSE 2008).

Handbook of Research on Educational Communications
and Technology
Springer Science & Business Media The 4th edition of the Handbook of Research on Educational Communications and
Technology expands upon the previous 3 versions, providing a comprehensive update on research pertaining to new
and emerging educational technologies. Chapters that are no longer pertinent have been eliminated in this edition,
with most chapters being completely rewritten, expanded, and updated Additionally, new chapters pertaining to
research methodologies in educational technology have been added due to expressed reader interest. Each chapter
now contains an extensive literature review, documenting and explaining the most recent, outstanding research,
including major ﬁndings and methodologies employed. The Handbook authors continue to be international leaders in
their respective ﬁelds; the list is cross disciplinary by design and great eﬀort was taken to invite authors outside of the
traditional instructional design and technology community.
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Proceedings, 10th Anniversary
COMPSAC 86, the IEEE Computer Society's Tenth Annual
International Computer Software & Applications
Conference, October 8-10, 1986, Americana Congress
Hotel, Chicago, Illinois
Computerworld
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT
inﬂuencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.

World Databases in Agriculture
K G Saur Verlag Gmbh & Company A new directory that provides information on electronic databases worldwide in the
ﬁeld of agriculture taken broadly to include ﬁsheries and forestry, food science, veterinary medicine, and selfsuﬃciency covering online, CD-ROM, magnetic tape, and diskette formats. The records provide informati
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Chinese Perspectives on the International Rule of Law
Law and Politics in the One-Party State
Edward Elgar Publishing This insightful book investigates the historical, political, and legal foundations of the Chinese
perspectives on the rule of law and the international rule of law. Building upon an understanding of the rule of law as
an 'essentially contested concept', this book analyses the interactions between the development of the rule of law
within China and the Chinese contribution to the international rule of law, more particularly in the areas of global trade
and security governance.

Job Scheduling Strategies for Parallel Processing
IPPS '96 Workshop, Honolulu, Hawaii, April 16, 1996.
Proceedings
Springer Science & Business Media This book constitutes the strictly refereed post-workshop proceedings of the
International Workshop on Job Scheduling Strategies for Parallel Processing, held in conjunction with IPPS '96
symposium in Honolulu, Hawaii, in April 1996. The book presents 15 thoroughly revised full papers accepted for
inclusion on the basis of the reports of at least ﬁve program committee members. The volume is a highly competent
contribution to advancing the state-of-the-art in the area of job scheduling for parallel supercomputers. Among the
topics addressed are job scheduler, workload evolution, gang scheduling, multiprocessor scheduling, parallel processor
allocation, and distributed memory environments.
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Intelligent Information Processing IX
10th IFIP TC 12 International Conference, IIP 2018,
Nanning, China, October 19-22, 2018, Proceedings
Springer This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th IFIP TC 12 International Conference on Intelligent
Information Processing, IIP 2018, held in Nanning, China, in October 2018. The 37 full papers and 8 short papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 80 submissions. They are organized in topical sections on
machine learning, deep learning, multi-agent systems, neural computing and swarm intelligence, natural language
processing, recommendation systems, social computing, business intelligence and security, pattern recognition, and
image understanding.
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